INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

*Human herpesvirus*, also known as herpes simplex virus (HSV), is a large double-stranded DNA virus (*Simplexvirus*, Alphaherpesvirinae, Herpesviridae) that is prevalent all over the world, with \>60% of people infected with HSV type 1 (HSV-1) ([@MCS004382SHIC54]). HSV type 2 (HSV-2) is less prevalent, but still affects ∼19% of the global population ([@MCS004382SHIC55]). The viral life cycle of HSV includes entry and amplification of viral progeny at the epithelial mucosa, which typically results in the formation of oral or genital lesions. The virus is also able to enter innervating axonal nerve endings, whereupon it establishes a persistent infection in sensory or sympathetic neuronal nuclei of the peripheral nervous system. In these peripheral neurons, the virus is able to evade the host immune system as it is silently maintained, undergoing no viral replication during this latent phase ([@MCS004382SHIC70]).

In addition to the painful oral and genital lesions that HSV can cause, it can also result in the development of infectious blindness because of herpes keratitis ([@MCS004382SHIC77]; [@MCS004382SHIC25]). In rare cases, adults can develop encephalitis that results in death or extreme neurological disease ([@MCS004382SHIC86]). Another sequela that may develop because of HSV infection is viremia, or a systemic infection in which the virus is present in the bloodstream. HSV viremia in adults has been documented and is usually associated with severe primary orofacial or genital symptoms in immune-competent patients and occasionally with reactivations in immunocompromised patients ([@MCS004382SHIC38]; [@MCS004382SHIC7]). HSV viremia is more common during viral infection of neonates ([@MCS004382SHIC46]).

Neonatal HSV is typically defined as the acquisition of viral infection within 28 d of birth ([@MCS004382SHIC16]). The predicted burden of neonatal HSV disease in the Americas is ∼1 case per 5000 live births ([@MCS004382SHIC53]). The majority of neonatal HSV infections are acquired during birth ([@MCS004382SHIC85]; [@MCS004382SHIC31]; [@MCS004382SHIC43]; [@MCS004382SHIC16]). Less common routes of neonate infection include viral transmission in utero and postnatal acquisition from exposure to HSV via family members or caregivers. Neonatal HSV infections can be classified into three categories based on the initial disease presentation: skin, eye, and mouth (SEM); disseminated disease; or central nervous system (CNS) disease ([@MCS004382SHIC85]; [@MCS004382SHIC43]; [@MCS004382SHIC16]). Disseminated neonatal HSV infections have the highest rates of mortality (∼85%), whereas CNS disease results in ∼50% mortality, if left untreated ([@MCS004382SHIC16]). Newborns with diagnosed HSV infection are typically treated with intravenous acyclovir for 3 wk at a dose of 60 mg/kg/d ([@MCS004382SHIC44],[@MCS004382SHIC45]). There are several factors that may contribute to an increased probability of neonatal transmission in HSV-infected individuals. These include first-episode genital HSV disease in the mother, asymptomatic viral shedding at the time of delivery, and route of delivery ([@MCS004382SHIC11]). Cesarean section performed when a risk of vaginal transmission is inferred typically lowers the chances of neonatal HSV acquisition during delivery ([@MCS004382SHIC11]).

This report focuses on a specific case of perinatal HSV-1 transmission that was accompanied by dual mortality. The HSV etiology and subsequent transmission event were unanticipated because they occurred on the same day that the HerpeSelect HSV-1/HSV-2 IgG antibody titer of the pregnant female was returned with a negative result. These data provide the first-ever genomic insights into the scope of viral genetic diversity transmitted from mother to neonate during a viremic infection.

RESULTS {#s2}
=======

Patient History and Clinical Presentation {#s2a}
-----------------------------------------

The adult woman was a 41-yr-old female in week 30 of gestation. She had been transferred from an outside hospital with a diagnosis of severe preeclampsia and underwent an emergency cesarean section. Because of signs of hepatitis, she also had screening laboratory tests for HSV-1, HSV-2, cytomegalovirus (CMV), varicella zoster virus (VZV), parvovirus, hepatitis A, hepatitis B, and hepatitis C. The results of an HSV-1/HSV-2 antibody test were returned within 4 h and showed no IgG antibody present (HerpeSelect, Focus Diagnostics). The patient died later on the day of admission with hepatic and kidney failure. An HSV-specific polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test was requested on the patient\'s blood and processed by an outside reference laboratory, producing a positive HSV-1 result 4 d later ([Fig. 1](#MCS004382SHIF1){ref-type="fig"}A). There were no comorbidities detected; the screening laboratory tests were positive only for hepatitis B antibody, from prior exposure to the hepatitis B vaccine.

![Timeline of clinical symptoms, HSV-1 detection, and dual fatality for mother and neonate. (*A*) The mother was admitted to the hospital with severe preeclampsia. An emergency cesarean section was performed, with the neonate at 30 wk gestation. A blood sample was collected for laboratory tests screening for HSV-1, HSV-2, cytomegalovirus (CMV), varicella zoster virus (VZV), parvovirus, hepatitis A, hepatitis B, and hepatitis C. The HerpeSelect IgG antibody test for HSV was negative. The mother died within 24 h. A PCR test on the mother\'s blood sample sent to a reference laboratory was returned with a positive HSV-1 result 4 d postmortem. (*B*) The neonate was delivered at 30 wk by emergency cesarean section and had a normal physical examination including normal skin appearance. When the mother\'s positive HSV-1 PCR result was returned on day 4, the neonate was immediately put on intravenous acyclovir therapy. At the time of acyclovir initiation, skin swab and blood samples were taken from the neonate for downstream testing. The neonate died the following day. The samples that were obtained from the neonate later tested positive for HSV-1 DNA by PCR. Note that boxes and arrows are not drawn to scale within each day but rather have been spaced out for legibility of text.](MCS004382Shi_F1){#MCS004382SHIF1}

The newborn, although premature, had a standard physical inspection for week 30, including a normal skin examination---there were no visible lesions present on the neonate\'s skin. Following birth, the neonate was put on ampicillin/gentamicin treatment. Antibiotic treatment was stopped after 4 d, when bacterial cultures of the neonate\'s blood came back negative. When the mother\'s HSV-positive blood PCR test result was reported on day 4 of the infant\'s life, intravenous acyclovir therapy was initiated. A skin swab of the neonate\'s face and mouth and a blood sample collected at the time of acyclovir initiation tested positive in an HSV-specific PCR test. The infant died within a day of initiating acyclovir therapy ([Fig. 1](#MCS004382SHIF1){ref-type="fig"}B). The neonate had severe liver failure at the time of death but never developed a skin rash. This dual mortality and availability of diagnostic specimens motivated a personalized viral genomics approach to investigate any potential viral features that may have contributed to this untimely outcome.

Near-Perfect Transmission of HSV-1 between Mother and Neonate at the Consensus Level {#s2b}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Viral genomic analysis was performed using a targeted genomic enrichment strategy that used oligonucleotide baits designed to capture viral DNA present in samples of the mother\'s blood, neonate\'s skin swab, and neonate\'s blood. Following next-generation sequencing (NGS) and viral genome assembly, we confirmed that both the mother and child were infected with HSV-1 (see [Supplemental Table S1](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004382/-/DC1) for sequencing statistics). In comparing the viral populations present in the mother and the child, we observed that the HSV-1 genomes from each patient were nearly identical at the consensus level, with an average pairwise nucleotide identity of 98%, thus providing high confidence in the inferred route of transmission ([Fig. 2](#MCS004382SHIF2){ref-type="fig"}). When we performed a pairwise comparison with each viral genome presented in this work, we found that the mother\'s HSV-1 and neonate\'s skin HSV-1 genomes were 98.9% identical, the mother\'s HSV-1 and neonate\'s blood HSV-1 genomes were 96.8% identical, and the neonate\'s skin and neonate\'s blood HSV-1 genomes were 97.4% identical at the consensus level. We identified 17 sites of genomic difference between the three clinical virus genomes at the consensus level. The majority of these variations were insertions or deletions (indels) that occurred in either noncoding regions of genes (*U~S~1* and *U~S~5*), in the large structural repeat regions of the genome, or in intergenic regions. There were no single-nucleotide differences or variants (SNVs) detected between the three viral consensus genomes presented here. The remaining disagreements were uncalled bases or "Ns" present in repetitive areas of the genome. These data suggested that at the consensus level, the HSV-1 genomes from mother and neonate were nearly identical.

![Nearly identical viral genomes exist in the mother and child at the consensus level. (*A*) Diagram of the HSV-1 genome and its genes. Overlapping genes are shown below the main diagram (arrows depict forward- vs. reverse-strand encoded genes), and highlighted genes (green) represent those that encode amino acid variants unique to these patient samples (see [Table 2](#MCS004382SHITB2){ref-type="table"} for full list). Names of these genes are listed in an *inset* below *B*. Black dashed vertical lines indicate the terminal repeat regions that were excluded (or trimmed) for downstream genomic analyses (see Methods). (*B*) A histogram showing percent identity of a DNA alignment of viral genomes derived from the three clinical samples from mother and neonate. In the histogram, nucleotide identity is color-coded: 100% identity is gray, ≤99% identity is yellow, and ≤25% identity is red. To illustrate the genome-specific locations of these nonidentical sites, each genome is depicted as a horizontal gray bar (*bottom*), with gaps in the alignment of the three genomes (indels) shown as vertical or horizontal black bars. (UL) Unique long region, (US) unique short region, (TRL/IRL) terminal or internal repeat of the long region, (TRS/IRS) terminal or internal repeat of the short region, (a,a') cleavage/packaging signal. Identity graph was generated using Geneious.](MCS004382Shi_F2){#MCS004382SHIF2}

Transmission of Minor Variants in the Viral Population Is Highly Conserved between Mother and Child {#s2c}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the extremely deep sequencing coverage of these genomes (3000×--7500×; see [Supplemental Table S1](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004382/-/DC1)), we next examined the genetic diversity within each viral population that was sampled. To do this we examined the sequence read data for any alternative alleles in each viral population. Minor variants (MVs) are alternative alleles that exist at low frequencies (between 2% and 50% of the sequence reads at a given locus, or a frequency of ≥0.02 and \<0.50) below the consensus level in the viral population. We sought to detect whether any MVs were present, and if any of these alternative alleles were conserved following viral transmission ([Fig. 3](#MCS004382SHIF3){ref-type="fig"}). We identified 39 MVs present in the viral population of the mother\'s blood. Eight of these MVs occurred in genes and caused nonsynonymous, synonymous, or frameshift mutations (insertion or deletion variants) (see [Supplemental Table S2](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004382/-/DC1) for a full list). The remaining 31 MVs in the viral population of the mother\'s blood were all intergenic and mostly occurred in the repetitive regions of the genome ([Fig. 3](#MCS004382SHIF3){ref-type="fig"}A). The viral population derived from the neonate\'s skin swab had a total of 42 MVs, of which 13 occurred in genes and 29 were intergenic ([Supplemental Table S2](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004382/-/DC1)). The viral population derived from the neonate\'s blood had the fewest number of MVs (28 total), of which eight occurred in genic regions of the genome.

![HSV-1 minor variants (MVs) are highly conserved between mother and neonate following perinatal transmission. (*A*) MVs identified in each of the three viral populations are plotted based on their location within the HSV-1 genome and frequency at each position. The average sequencing coverage depth of these MV loci is 2708×. Shaded areas on each graph indicate the large structural repeat regions (IR~L~ and IR~S~)---see [Figure 2](#MCS004382SHIF2){ref-type="fig"}A for greater detail. A small schematic of the trimmed HSV-1 genome is shown below *A* for reference. See [Supplemental Table S2](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004382/-/DC1) for the classification of each MV shown here as nonsynonymous (genic), synonymous (genic), or intergenic. (*B*) Scatterplots depict the relative frequency of each matched MV detected in the mother\'s blood, the neonate\'s skin, and the neonate\'s blood (see Methods for details). Matching MVs in two viral populations are compared, with the frequency of each MV in the "donor" population shown on the *x*-axis and the frequency of each MV in the recipient population shown on the *y*-axis. Points in purple indicate "transmitted" MVs that were present in both the donor and the recipient viral genome populations at frequencies ≥2% (0.02). Points in red indicate potentially "nontransmitted" MVs that were present in the donor at ≥2% (0.02), but were below this threshold in the recipient viral genome populations. Points in blue indicate potentially "de novo" MVs in the recipient viral genome populations; these were not detectable at the 2% (0.02) threshold in the donor viral genome populations. Spearman correlation analysis on the "transmitted" MVs (purple points) was performed in GraphPad Prism to obtain a correlation coefficient (rs) and corresponding significance value (*P*), shown in the center of each graph. Gray dashed lines show the MV detection threshold of 2% (0.02). (*C*) Model of perinatal transmission between mother and neonate, with highlighted examples of each class of MV identified in the three viral populations sampled here ([Table 1](#MCS004382SHITB1){ref-type="table"}). Transmitted variants (32 total) refer to MVs that were detected in both the mother\'s blood HSV-1 sample and the neonate\'s skin and/or blood HSV-1 samples (at frequencies ≥2% or 0.02). Nontransmitted variants (seven total) refer to MVs that were detected only in the mother\'s blood HSV-1 sample (at frequencies ≥2% or 0.02). De novo variants (23 total) refer to MVs that were detected at frequencies ≥2% (0.02) only in one or both of the neonate\'s viral populations. The example shown in the *U~L~6* gene would result in a nonsynonymous mutation of glycine to tryptophan in the neonate\'s skin HSV-1 (see [Fig. 4](#MCS004382SHIF4){ref-type="fig"} for more details). Disseminated variants (23 total) refer to MVs that appear to have spread from the neonate\'s skin into the blood (at frequencies ≥2% or 0.02). The example shown is a deletion variant in the *U~S~7* gene that codes for glycoprotein I, which results in a frameshift at AA position K337. Sequence motifs illustrate the penetrance of major and minor alleles at the highlighted (colored) nucleotide position, with surrounding nucleotides shown in gray. The nucleotide position and frequency of each MV example are given. Note that frequency values in this figure are depicted as percentages, in which the minimum variant allele frequency is ≥2% (0.02). Data for this figure are a filtered set of high-confidence MVs that are a subset of all those detected---see Methods for details and [Supplemental Table S2](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004382/-/DC1) for a full list of MVs.](MCS004382Shi_F3){#MCS004382SHIF3}

To investigate whether perinatal transmission includes a bottleneck, we compared the nucleotide positions and frequencies of each MV found in the three viral populations using the mother\'s blood HSV-1 genome as an initial reference point (i.e., the donor population). The majority of the viral genetic diversity (77% of MVs) detected in the mother\'s viral population was transmitted to the neonate\'s skin, with the frequency of each MV being highly correlated in both mother and neonate ([Fig. 3](#MCS004382SHIF3){ref-type="fig"}B). Slightly less of the mother\'s viral population diversity (59% of MVs) was found in the neonate\'s blood, although the MV frequencies were still highly correlated ([Fig. 3](#MCS004382SHIF3){ref-type="fig"}B). Based on one possible route of infection from maternal blood to neonate\'s skin, and then into the neonate\'s blood, we also compared the potential transmission of viral genetic diversity from neonate\'s skin to blood. In this comparison, we found that 54.8% of MVs present in the neonate\'s skin viral population appeared in the neonate\'s blood, again with highly correlated frequencies ([Fig. 3](#MCS004382SHIF3){ref-type="fig"}B). However in each comparison, we found several MVs that appeared not to be transmitted between the two hosts, as well as others that appeared to have arisen de novo ([Table 1](#MCS004382SHITB1){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 3](#MCS004382SHIF3){ref-type="fig"}B,C). Specifically, we observed 23 total MVs in both viral populations from the neonate that were not present in the mother\'s viral genome---the hypothesized donor population---at frequencies ≥2% (0.02). These included a nonsynonymous G486W MV in the *U~L~6* gene at a frequency of 9% (0.09) ([Table 1](#MCS004382SHITB1){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 4](#MCS004382SHIF4){ref-type="fig"}), synonymous MVs present in *U~L~29* and *U~L~36*, many intergenic variants, and multiple disruptive frameshift mutations in *U~L~28*, *U~L~46*, *U~L~50*, *U~L~54*, and *U~L~55*. However, when we lowered the threshold (≥0.2% or 0.002) for MV detection to search for the presence of any of these apparently de novo MVs in the mother\'s blood HSV-1 population, we found that 14 of the 23 potentially de novo MVs actually existed in the mother\'s viral population at very low frequencies (≥0.2% but \<2%) ([Supplemental Table S2](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004382/-/DC1)). Although distinguishing between biological MVs and sequencing artifacts is difficult at \<1%, the existence of these MVs in the neonate\'s viral populations at increased frequencies suggested that they were transmitted from the mother\'s viral population rather than appearing de novo. Only ∼10% of both viral populations in the neonate were made up of MVs that appeared to be de novo, including the nonsynonymous *U~L~6* MV, which is not detectable in the mother\'s viral population even at our lowest threshold of detection. Analysis of the viral populations present in the mother and neonate suggested that at the level of MVs, viral diversity was highly conserved between hosts, as well as between body compartments of the neonate (skin and blood).

![De novo minor variant (MV) in the UL6 portal protein of the neonate\'s skin HSV-1 genome. (*A*) Diagram of the UL6 portal protein of HSV-1 (676 amino acids). This graphic details the location of the *UL~6~* MV detected in the neonate\'s skin viral population at amino acid position 486, which results in a nonsynonymous mutation of glycine (G) to tryptophan (W). Predicted domains of the UL6 portal protein based on prior works are also highlighted ([@MCS004382SHIC63]; [@MCS004382SHIC62]; [@MCS004382SHIC52]). (*B*) The UL6 portal protein displays variable amino acid conservation across 10 virus species from the Simplexvirus genus, with an average pairwise identity of 62%. Specifically, amino acid position 486 (red box) is divergent across the Simplexvirus species. Amino acid positions that are 100% conserved across the 10 species are highlighted in purple and are denoted by a black asterisk above each position in the alignment. The histogram below the alignment plots the variable conservation across the protein alignment at each amino acid position. The amino acid positions shown for each species are listed to the *right* of the alignment. (*C*) The *U~L~6* MV encoding the G486W variant is highlighted at the nucleotide level of the neonate\'s skin viral population. A small subset of sequence reads that map to nucleotide position 7373 are shown, with the consensus level nucleotide sequence and its encoded amino acids at the *top*. The minor allele thymidine (T) at this position is present at a frequency of 9% (0.09), whereas the major allele guanine (G) is present at a frequency of 91% (0.91) ([Table 1](#MCS004382SHITB1){ref-type="table"}). Both forward (green) and reverse (blue) reads are shown to illustrate the bidirectional read support observed for both alleles.](MCS004382Shi_F4){#MCS004382SHIF4}

###### 

Details of minor variants (MVs) in the HSV-1 genomes obtained from mother and neonate that are shown in [Figures 3](#MCS004382SHIF3){ref-type="fig"}C, 4, and 5

  Isolate            Genome position   Major allele   Minor allele^a^   Minor allele frequency   Type of variation   Gene       Amino acid   MV conservation
  ------------------ ----------------- -------------- ----------------- ------------------------ ------------------- ---------- ------------ --------------------------------------------
  Neonate\'s skin    7,373             G              T                 9.09%                    Nonsynonymous       *U~L~6*    G486W        De novo
  Mother\'s blood    23,780            G              C                 2.13%                    Nonsynonymous       *U~L~17*   I167M        Nontransmitted
  Mother\'s blood    56,884            G              GC                2.08%                    Frameshift          *U~L~30*   A1109        Transmitted (to neonate\'s skin and blood)
  Neonate\'s skin    56,884            G              GC                2.10%                    Frameshift          *U~L~30*   A1109        Transmitted
  Neonate\'s blood   56,884            G              GC                2.68%                    Frameshift          *U~L~30*   A1109        Transmitted
  Mother\'s blood    110,565           A              G                 5.96%                    Intergenic          *-*        \-           Transmitted (to neonate\'s skin only)
  Neonate\'s skin    110,446           A              G                 8.40%                    Intergenic          *-*        \-           Transmitted
  Mother\'s blood    131,527           AC             A                 3.12%                    Frameshift          *U~S~7*    K337         Transmitted (to neonate\'s skin and blood)
  Neonate\'s skin    130,736           AC             A                 3.13%                    Frameshift          *U~S~7*    K337         Transmitted
  Neonate\'s blood   131,394           AC             A                 2.96%                    Frameshift          *U~S~7*    K337         Transmitted

^a^Additional details for these and all other MVs detected in the HSV-1 genomes obtained from mother and neonate are included in [Supplemental Table S2](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004382/-/DC1).

Several of the MVs described above that were detected in all three viral populations have the potential to impact protein-coding functions of HSV-1. Specifically, all three virus populations from the mother and neonate contained genic MVs with ≥2% (0.02) frequency in *U~L~30* and *U~S~7* ([Table 1](#MCS004382SHITB1){ref-type="table"}). These shared MVs were indel variants that induce a frameshift in a protein-coding region. The indel MV that appeared most intriguing based on known protein functions was a frameshift in *U~L~30*, which codes for the viral polymerase subunit. This single-nucleotide insertion MV occurred in a C~8~ homopolymer at A1109 (nucleotide position 56,884 in mother\'s blood-derived HSV-1 genome) ([Table 1](#MCS004382SHITB1){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 5](#MCS004382SHIF5){ref-type="fig"}). Another notable MV occurred in *U~S~7*, which codes for glycoprotein I, one of the major glycoproteins involved in cell-to-cell spread of the virus and immune evasion ([@MCS004382SHIC18]; [@MCS004382SHIC21], [@MCS004382SHIC22]; [@MCS004382SHIC6]). This *U~S~7* variant is a frameshift caused by a deletion at K337 (nucleotide position 131,527 in mother\'s blood-derived HSV-1 genome) ([Table 1](#MCS004382SHITB1){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 3](#MCS004382SHIF3){ref-type="fig"}C). The untimely loss of both infected individuals precludes our ability to detect whether or how these variants may have impacted virus functions in the viral population in vivo.

![Unique variants in the UL30 viral polymerase enzyme are shared between all three clinical HSV-1 genomes from mother and neonate. (*A*) Protein diagram of the viral polymerase enzyme (1235 amino acids) encoded by the *U~L~30* gene of HSV-1, with highlighted domains of interest based on prior work ([@MCS004382SHIC3]). This schematic details the location of the amino acid (AA) variant L279R that is found at the consensus level of all three viral genomes from mother and neonate and has never been observed before in any previously published HSV-1 isolates. The protein diagram also includes an MV insertion allele at A1109, which causes a frameshift mutation in the viral polymerase at a frequency of 2% in all three viral populations ([Table 1](#MCS004382SHITB1){ref-type="table"}). (*B*) Crystal structure ribbon diagram of the viral polymerase from HSV-1 strain KOS ([@MCS004382SHIC51]), with highlighted domains as follows: palm domain (AAs 701--766 and 826--956) in orange, fingers (AAs 767--825) in green, and thumb (AAs 957--1197) in blue. Colors match those shown on the carboxyl terminus of the UL30 diagram in *A*. Two sites of interest to the mother\'s and neonate\'s HSV-1 samples presented in this work are shown as magenta spheres. (*C*) 180° rotation across the vertical plane and zoom-in of the L279R AA variant (magenta) that is unique to the mother\'s and neonate\'s HSV-1 genomes. This variant occurs in the amino-terminal domain of the viral polymerase and is also highlighted in [Tables 1](#MCS004382SHITB1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#MCS004382SHITB2){ref-type="table"}. (*D*) 180° rotation across the vertical plane and zoom-in of the A1109 position (magenta), in which a subset of the sequencing reads encode a frameshift because of the presence of a single-nucleotide insertion. This MV occurs in the thumb domain of the viral polymerase. Parts of the structure that are colored cyan in *B* and *D* indicate amino acids that are downstream from A1109 and are thus most likely to be impacted by the frameshift variant. (*E*) The *U~L~30* MV encoding a frameshift insertion in all three viral populations is highlighted at the nucleotide level. Data shown here are from the mother\'s blood HSV-1 genome population. A small subset of sequence reads that map to nucleotide position 56,884 are shown, with the consensus level nucleotide sequence and its encoded AAs at the *top*. The insertion of a "C" nucleotide occurs at a C~8~ homopolymer and is present at a frequency of 2% (0.02), whereas the major allele guanine (G) is present at a frequency of 98% (0.98) ([Table 1](#MCS004382SHITB1){ref-type="table"}). Both forward (green) and reverse (blue) reads are shown to illustrate the bidirectional read support observed for both alleles.](MCS004382Shi_F5){#MCS004382SHIF5}

Mother\'s and Neonate\'s HSV-1 Genomes Had North American/European Phylogeny with Distinct Mutations at the Protein-Coding Level {#s2d}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine how the three viral genomes involved in this case compared to other previously described strains of HSV-1, we performed a consensus level multiple sequence AA alignment with 48 other genomes representing the known global diversity of HSV-1 (see [Supplemental Table S3](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004382/-/DC1) for published HSV-1 genomes, GenBank accession numbers, geographic origins of each strain, and related references). From this alignment, we identified 19 unique amino acid (AA) variants present in 13 viral proteins in the mother\'s and child\'s HSV-1 genomes. These AA variations have not been previously identified in any other known HSV-1 strains ([Table 2](#MCS004382SHITB2){ref-type="table"}). Based on BLOcks SUbstitution Matrix (BLOSUM) calculations, several of these unique AA variant substitutions have a low probability of occurrence, making their existence more intriguing. The BLOSUM score is based on odds ratios of all possible AA substitutions, calculated using conserved regions of sequence alignments from multiple protein families ([@MCS004382SHIC35]). Examples of these unique AA variants include those in glycoprotein H (UL22; R229I), which is required for viral fusion and entry into the host cell ([@MCS004382SHIC4]), the single-stranded DNA binding protein called infected-cell protein 8 or ICP8 (UL29; F214S), and the viral DNA polymerase (UL30; L279R) (see [Fig. 5](#MCS004382SHIF5){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

Unique amino acid (AA) variants found in all three clinical genomes from the mother and neonate that are not present in 48 other published strains of HSV-1

  Gene       Gene product                                                         AA alignment position   Wild-type allele^a^   Mother and neonate allele    BLOSUM80 score^b^
  ---------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- --------------------- --------------------------- -------------------
  *U~L~8*    DNA helicase/primase                                                 41                      N                     T                                    0
  480        M                                                                    I                       1                                                 
  *U~L~9*    Origin-binding protein, DNA replication                              270                     P                     Q                                   −2
  *U~L~10*   Glycoprotein M (gM)                                                  232                     D                     N                                    1
  456        G                                                                    E                       −3                                                
  *U~L~20*   Membrane protein                                                     18                      A                     T                                    0
  *U~L~22*   Glycoprotein H (gH)                                                  229                     R                     I                                   −3
  *U~L~27*   Glycoprotein B (gB)                                                  79                      K/P/T                 Q                                 1/−2/−1
  *U~L~29*   ssDNA binding protein ICP8                                           214                     F                     S                                   −3
  *U~L~30*   DNA polymerase                                                       279                     L                     R                                   −3
  *U~L~36*   VP1/2, tegument protein                                              491                     L                     I                                    1
  *U~L~40*   Ribonucleotide reductase, small subunit                              114                     L                     I                                    1
  *U~L~47*   VP13/14--binds RNA                                                   95                      D                     N                                    1
  100        Q                                                                    H                       1                                                 
  114        R                                                                    S                       −1                                                
  278        T                                                                    P                       −2                                                
  279        S                                                                    N                       0                                                 
  *R~L~1*    ICP34.5, neurovirulence factor                                       84                      D                     N                                    1
  *U~S~11*   Tegument-associated phosphoprotein, posttranscriptional regulation   18                      Y                     S                                   −2

^a^Wild-type allele is found in all 48 other HSV-1 strains at each AA position.

^b^BLOSUM80 identity score is the likelihood of AA substitution between protein sequences that have \>80% identity ([@MCS004382SHIC2]; [@MCS004382SHIC35]). More negative scores are less likely/frequently observed.

We also examined the genetic relatedness of these three viral genomes to the other 48 HSV-1 genomes included in [Supplemental Table S3](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004382/-/DC1) by creating a SplitsTree phylogenetic network using a whole-genome nucleotide alignment. We found that the mother\'s and neonate\'s HSV-1 genomes clustered with other viral genomes in the North American/European geographical clade, consistent with their isolation from individuals in the United States ([Fig. 6](#MCS004382SHIF6){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, these clinical samples clustered on their own branch between HSV-1 McKrae (origin: Gainesville, Florida) ([@MCS004382SHIC87]) and HSV-1 strain 17 (origin: Glasgow, Scotland) ([@MCS004382SHIC59], [@MCS004382SHIC60]). The deep-branch phylogeny of these three viral genomes suggested that they were either historically separated strains that had not been subject to any recent mixing or recombination, or that they had a unique geographic origin compared to the rest of the North American/European HSV-1 isolates that have been sampled and published thus far. A larger nucleotide alignment involving all available HSV-1 strains in GenBank (both partial and complete) produced similar results (data not shown).

![Network graph demonstrating the North American phylogeny of the mother\'s and neonate\'s HSV-1 genomes. The three clinical samples presented in this work are highlighted in red and fall within the North American/European phylogenetic clade (green). This graph-based network was generated by aligning the consensus sequences of the three viral genomes from mother and neonate with 48 published viral genomes that encompass the known global genetic diversity of HSV-1 (see Methods section and [Supplemental Table S3](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004382/-/DC1) for names, accession numbers, and geographic origins of each strain). The Φ statistical test for recombination in SplitsTree4 reported *P* = 0.0, suggesting that recombination contributes to the phylogenetic network. Other geographical clades include Asian (brown) and African (blue). The scale bar represents 0.1% nucleotide divergence. N-7 and R-13 (*upper left*) are a pair of genomes from a previously reported case of familial transmission between a father and toddler son ([@MCS004382SHIC64]).](MCS004382Shi_F6){#MCS004382SHIF6}

DISCUSSION {#s3}
==========

After a thorough review of the literature, we were unable to find another report of HSV-1 transmission that occurred when the transmitting host was negative for HSV-1 IgG antibody by the sensitive HerpeSelect test but positive for HSV-1 DNA in the blood (viremia) on the same day. The goal of this study was to use both deep sequencing technology and comparative genomics to thoroughly investigate whether viral genomic features may have contributed to the severity of disease and the untimely demise of these patients, as has been done previously with other clinical HSV and varicella zoster virus cases ([@MCS004382SHIC73]; [@MCS004382SHIC88]; [@MCS004382SHIC20]). Here, we present a report detailing the transmission of HSV-1 from a mother with viremia to her newborn child, which ended in a dual fatality ([Fig. 1](#MCS004382SHIF1){ref-type="fig"}). The pregnant female interacted frequently with young children, potentially enabling a late-stage exposure to oral HSV-1 infection from a child. It is highly likely that the woman\'s primary HSV-1 infection acquired so late in pregnancy exacerbated the probability of neonatal transmission and severe infection ([@MCS004382SHIC11]). The mother\'s primary HSV-1 infection most likely occurred within the 2 weeks prior to her emergency cesarean section, because of the lack of HSV-1 IgG antibody detected. The maternal-to-neonate transmission event is presumed to have occurred at the time of the cesarean section. However, we cannot rule out a possible in utero transmission event during the few days before cesarean section. Although estimating the time of the transmission event using the inferred mutation rate of HSV-1 was a possibility, there are multiple rates that have been reported in the literature, ranging from 1 × 10^−8^ mutations per base per infectious cycle to 1 × 10^−4^ mutations per base per year ([@MCS004382SHIC34]; [@MCS004382SHIC23]; [@MCS004382SHIC26]). With these inconsistencies in mind, we did not endeavor to estimate the time of transmission in this case.

Through NGS analysis of uncultured viral genomes obtained from the mother\'s blood, neonate\'s skin, and neonate\'s blood, we determined that HSV-1 transmission was nearly perfect at the level of the viral consensus genome ([Fig. 2](#MCS004382SHIF2){ref-type="fig"}). The three viral consensus genomes were highly identical, with a few variations present in the large structural repeat regions of the genome or in noncoding regions of genes (i.e., *U~S~1* and *U~S~5*). This level of genome conservation might have been facilitated by the shared genetic background of the mother and child, as suggested by a recent study of the father-to-son transmission of HSV-1 ([@MCS004382SHIC64]). Furthermore, the potential exposure to a large pool of virus, enabled by the mother\'s viremia and neonatal exposure to maternal blood during the emergency cesarean section, could have facilitated transmission and conservation of the majority of the viral population.

Although highly alike to one another at the consensus level, these HSV-1 genomes obtained from mother and child were found to have numerous unique AA variants present in key viral proteins ([Table 2](#MCS004382SHITB2){ref-type="table"}). Several of these mutations were considered to be rare or unlikely to occur based on BLOSUM calculations ([@MCS004382SHIC2]; [@MCS004382SHIC35]). These included variants in glycoproteins M (gM, UL10) and H (gH, UL22), as well as in the single-stranded DNA binding protein ICP8 (UL29) and the viral polymerase subunit UL30 ([Table 2](#MCS004382SHITB2){ref-type="table"}; see [Fig. 5](#MCS004382SHIF5){ref-type="fig"} for UL30 variants). Glycoprotein H (gH) forms a heterodimer with glycoprotein L (gL), which in addition to being required for fusion and viral entry into the host cell ([@MCS004382SHIC37]; [@MCS004382SHIC4]) is also a target of anti-HSV antibodies ([@MCS004382SHIC66]). Although gH AA position 229 has not yet been reported as a site of viral escape from antibody recognition ([@MCS004382SHIC30]), the loss of positive charge due to the R229I mutation present in the mother\'s and child\'s HSV-1 genomes may well influence gH protein conformation, antibody epitope specificity, and subsequent viral escape ([Table 2](#MCS004382SHITB2){ref-type="table"}). The *U~L~29* gene encodes infected-cell protein 8 (ICP8), a single-stranded DNA binding protein that, together with host proteins, forms replication compartments and is imperative for viral DNA synthesis ([@MCS004382SHIC84]). Although ICP8 AA position 214---which lies in the shoulder domain of the protein between β11 and α5---is not predicted to be critical for cooperative DNA binding based on the crystal structure ([@MCS004382SHIC56]), sites 206--214 are a predicted MHC supertype A24 epitope (FSRVIAEPF) ([@MCS004382SHIC67]). This suggests that the F214S mutation present in the mother\'s and child\'s HSV-1 genomes may contribute to immune evasion through ablation of MHC recognition of this predicted immune epitope ([Table 2](#MCS004382SHITB2){ref-type="table"}). Despite the many interesting viral variants identified, we present only speculations regarding how these mutations may have influenced the overall pathogenicity of the virus in these individuals. To achieve predictive power of the effects that individual mutations have on virulence and disease outcomes, we must strive to obtain both phenotypic and genotypic data from HSV isolates, as well as improve our characterization of understudied viral proteins ([@MCS004382SHIC48]; [@MCS004382SHIC1]).

Prior studies have demonstrated how MVs can have an effect on the fitness and evolution of multiple species of viruses including human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), influenza, human cytomegalovirus (HCMV), and varicella zoster virus (VZV) ([@MCS004382SHIC74]; [@MCS004382SHIC32]; [@MCS004382SHIC27]; [@MCS004382SHIC68]; [@MCS004382SHIC19]; [@MCS004382SHIC9]; [@MCS004382SHIC50]). With the unusual case presented here, we wanted to determine whether a bottleneck in the viral population occurred during the perinatal transmission event. We used a conservative cutoff of ≥2% (0.02 frequency) to detect with high confidence any MVs in the three viral genome populations sampled in the mother and neonate ([@MCS004382SHIC68]; [@MCS004382SHIC19]). When we examined the MVs that were present in each of the viral populations presented here, we found that most of the MVs from the mother\'s blood HSV-1 genome were transmitted to the neonate. We found that a similar group of MVs were conserved between the neonate\'s skin and blood compartment sites ([Fig. 3](#MCS004382SHIF3){ref-type="fig"}B,C). These data suggested that there was strong conservation of the viral population between mother and child following the perinatal transmission event. Finally, we detected high conservation of MVs between the neonate\'s skin and blood, suggesting a lack of compartmentalization---at least over this short time frame---that is distinct from what occurs during congenital HCMV transmission ([@MCS004382SHIC68]). This suggests that HSV-1 did not undergo a bottleneck during dissemination from the skin into the blood, at least in this particular neonate. Our findings could be influenced by the inferred high viral load present in the neonate following transmission, among the other unique factors associated with this particular case. With this data, we cannot determine whether this conclusion holds true for other routes of HSV-1 dissemination and/or viral spread (i.e., skin epithelium into the peripheral or central nervous system).

Several MVs were undetectable in the mother\'s HSV-1 genome, but appeared at detectable frequencies (de novo) in the neonate\'s viral genomes. One intriguing de novo MV was detected in the *U~L~6* gene of the HSV-1 genome derived from the neonate\'s skin ([Table 1](#MCS004382SHITB1){ref-type="table"}; [Figs. 3](#MCS004382SHIF3){ref-type="fig"}C and [4](#MCS004382SHIF4){ref-type="fig"}). This gene encodes the portal protein, which forms a dodecameric ring at one apex of each procapsid and enables entry and packaging of newly synthesized viral DNA in a left-handed spool formation ([@MCS004382SHIC63]; [@MCS004382SHIC69]; [@MCS004382SHIC58]; [@MCS004382SHIC52]). The minor allele (thymidine) at this position causes a nonsynonymous mutation of glycine to tryptophan (G486W), a much bulkier and more hydrophobic residue with altered peptide backbone φ-ψ-torsion angles. There was extremely high AA conservation (99.3%) of UL6 across all 48 HSV-1 strains (data not shown) included in the phylogenetic network of [Figure 6](#MCS004382SHIF6){ref-type="fig"}. However, the conservation of the portal protein was more varied when compared across 10 different species of the Simplexvirus genus (62.2% pairwise identity; [Fig. 4](#MCS004382SHIF4){ref-type="fig"}B). The presence of this G486W variant at an AA position that was not well conserved across Simplexvirus species ([Fig. 4](#MCS004382SHIF4){ref-type="fig"}B) suggested that this G486W change might be a functionally tolerable mutation for the virus present in the neonate\'s skin. If the low-level *U~L~6* variant were to become fixed in the viral population, it could impact DNA packaging of the virus and subsequent pathogenesis or virulence. The de novo appearance of this MV in the neonate\'s virus population suggests that immune pressures---or lack thereof in the neonate---shape viral evolution within a host over time ([@MCS004382SHIC5]; [@MCS004382SHIC12]; [@MCS004382SHIC81]).

The *U~L~30* gene, which encodes the crucial viral DNA polymerase, contained two variants of interest that were detected in all three samples---a low-frequency MV frameshift, and a unique variation in the overall consensus-level AA sequence ([Table 1](#MCS004382SHITB1){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 5](#MCS004382SHIF5){ref-type="fig"}A). The viral DNA polymerase enzyme is 1235 amino acids in length, with eight conserved regions present in the catalytic domain of the protein ([@MCS004382SHIC3]). Of these two sites, the low-frequency MV in *U~L~30* causes a frameshift in the thumb domain of the enzyme (A1109) ([Fig. 5](#MCS004382SHIF5){ref-type="fig"}B,D,E). Based on literature from the related bacteriophage RB69 polymerase, the thumb domain is hypothesized to interact directly with the DNA duplex during viral replication and editing ([@MCS004382SHIC51]). A frameshift mutation at A1109 in the viral polymerase would result in a 126-AA alternative tail, potentially altering enzyme function and/or eliminating the UL42 processivity factor\'s binding domain at the extreme carboxyl terminus of UL30.

The second, consensus-level AA variant in UL30 was detected in all three viral genomes and has not been documented in any previously published work ([Table 2](#MCS004382SHITB2){ref-type="table"}). Specifically, this variant occurred at the amino terminus of the enzyme, within the amino-terminal domain (AAs 141--362) ([Fig. 5](#MCS004382SHIF5){ref-type="fig"}A--C; [@MCS004382SHIC51]). This region from AA 201--298 in the amino-terminal domain encodes a βαββαβ fold, which is predicted to be an RNA-binding motif that contains a cluster of positively charged arginine and aromatic tyrosine residues ([@MCS004382SHIC13]; [@MCS004382SHIC51]). In the published *U~L~30* structure, L279R is present in an α helix that is buried within the hydrophobic core of the protein domain. The mutation to arginine at this position may be hypothesized to affect binding of RNA to the amino-terminal domain of the viral polymerase through interference with domain folding.

Reports in the literature suggest that the majority of pregnant women who are infected with HSV prior to labor do not experience severe symptoms themselves, and that the main risk lies in acquisition of the virus in the late stages of pregnancy, near the time of labor, in which the probability of virus transmission to the fetus is greatly increased ([@MCS004382SHIC10]; [@MCS004382SHIC76]). Transmission of HSV between hosts is not well-characterized at the molecular or virus population level. The presence of a bottleneck at the point of transmission has been identified in other viruses, including HIV and influenza A virus, but has not yet been investigated for HSV-1 ([@MCS004382SHIC27]; [@MCS004382SHIC57]; [@MCS004382SHIC28]; [@MCS004382SHIC50]). From this case study it can be concluded that in the presence of maternal viremia, transmission of perinatal HSV-1 resulted in the transfer of the majority of the maternal viral population to the neonate. With no vaccine currently available for this virus and maternal--neonate transmission frequently occurring without maternal awareness of infection, an improved understanding of viral transmission events between human hosts is more critical than ever ([@MCS004382SHIC75]; [@MCS004382SHIC24]; [@MCS004382SHIC29]; [@MCS004382SHIC42]; [@MCS004382SHIC17]).

METHODS {#s4}
=======

Clinical Specimens {#s4a}
------------------

Because of the patient deaths involved in the case described here, the hospital laboratory decided to pursue complete viral genomic sequencing to determine if there were unexpected mutations in the HSV-1 samples from these individuals. Specimens from the pathology laboratory included already-isolated DNA from the mother\'s blood, already-isolated DNA from the neonate\'s skin swab, and a neonatal blood sample. These samples were the remainder of the specimens used in the diagnostic process. Both the isolated DNA samples were used directly for sample library prep and Illumina NGS, following HSV-specific quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) and total DNA quantitation by Qubit 2.0 fluorimeter (Life Technologies-Invitrogen) at Pennsylvania State University. DNA was extracted from the neonate\'s blood for downstream library prep and NGS as detailed below.

DNA Extraction and HSV qPCR {#s4b}
---------------------------

DNA was extracted from the neonate\'s blood sample using phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol in a ratio of 25:24:1 as previously described ([@MCS004382SHIC72]). Extracted DNA was quantified using a Qubit 2.0 fluorimeter. Inert carrier in the form of linear polyacrylamide (10 µg) was added to each sample. Viral DNA was quantified using qPCR to detect the type-common region of HSV glycoprotein B gene *U~L~27* as previously described ([@MCS004382SHIC71]; [@MCS004382SHIC39]). This value was used to infer the number of gB copies and, by inference, the number of HSV genome copies in each sample.

Sample Library Prep, Illumina Sequencing, and Viral Assembly {#s4c}
------------------------------------------------------------

Total DNA was sheared into ∼800-base pair (bp) fragments using a Covaris sonicator with settings as follows: 10% duty, power 60, 200 cycles/burst for 60 sec at 4°C. Sheared DNA was processed using the KAPA LTP Library Preparation Kit compatible with Illumina platform reagents (KK8230). After ligation of SeqCap library adapters, a single postligation cleanup was performed before library DNA was amplified in the precapture ligation-mediated PCR (LM-PCR) step. The bait library was a custom Roche/Nimblegen SeqCap target enrichment platform designed and validated by the Bloom laboratory (A Dhummakupt, A Morse, and J Fear, unpubl.). The bait library included custom biotinylated DNA fragments that bind specifically to the DNA of HSV-1 strain 17 (GenBank JN555585.1), as well as to sequences of VZV strain Dumas (NC_001348.1), Epstein--Barr virus strain Akata (KC207813.1), and mouse gammaherpesvirus-68 strain WUMS (U97553.2). The probes ranged in length from 50 to 100 bp, with an average length of 75 bp. The depth of coverage for the targets was uniform across the entire capture space, with ∼30% overlap. As part of the oligo-bait design process, any proposed sequences with homology with the mouse, human, or rabbit genomes were excluded. Each sample library was hybridized for 72 h at 47°C with the oligonucleotide probes, after which the baits and attached captured viral DNA were isolated using magnetic beads. Following enrichment, a postcapture PCR step was performed before sequencing each barcoded library on an Illumina MiSeq (v.3 chemistry) to obtain 300-bp paired-end sequence reads.

Prior to genome assembly, the sequence reads were passed through a series of quality control filters to remove Illumina primers and adapters and to trim low-quality terminal bases from each read ([@MCS004382SHIC78], [@MCS004382SHIC79]). A BLAST database consisting of all known HSV-1 and HSV-2 genomes was constructed, and sequence reads with an e-value \< 10^−2^ were used to build consensus genomes. Consensus HSV-1 genomes were obtained using a de novo viral genome assembly (VirGA) pipeline ([@MCS004382SHIC65]). Briefly, eight SSAKE de novo assemblies were generated using varied parameters and combined into a draft genome for each sample using Celera and GapFiller ([@MCS004382SHIC61]; [@MCS004382SHIC82]; [@MCS004382SHIC8]). We transferred annotations from the HSV-1 reference genome (strain 17; GenBank ID JN555585) to each new genome based on sequence homology. Sequencing statistics for the three clinical genomes generated in this work are listed in [Supplemental Table S1](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004382/-/DC1).

Consensus Genome Comparison and Phylogenetic Analysis {#s4d}
-----------------------------------------------------

Trimmed versions of viral genomes (lacking the terminal repeats) were used for consensus genome comparison, to avoid overrepresentation of the internal and terminal repeats (see [Fig. 2](#MCS004382SHIF2){ref-type="fig"}A for illustration) ([@MCS004382SHIC80]). MAFFT was used to construct pairwise global nucleotide alignments between whole-genome sequences ([@MCS004382SHIC40]). ClustalW2 was used for pairwise AA alignments between open reading frames ([@MCS004382SHIC49]). Custom Python scripts were used to calculate protein-coding differences and DNA variation between samples. Phylogenetic networks were constructed with SplitsTree4, using the uncorrected P distance and ignoring all gaps ([@MCS004382SHIC36]). The identity graph shown in [Figure 2](#MCS004382SHIF2){ref-type="fig"} was generated using Geneious software R11 (version 11.03) ([@MCS004382SHIC41]). See [Supplemental Table S3](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004382/-/DC1) for GenBank IDs and references for HSV-1 isolates used to construct the phylogenetic network.

Intrastrain Minor Variant Detection and Validation {#s4e}
--------------------------------------------------

Each consensus genome was analyzed for the presence of MV loci including single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and indels. VarScan v2.2.11 was used to detect variants and indels in each consensus genome ([@MCS004382SHIC47]). Multiple parameters were applied to differentiate true MVs (SNPs and indels) from technical artifacts ([@MCS004382SHIC19]): minimum variant allele frequency ≥2% (0.02); base call quality ≥20; read depth at the position ≥100; independent reads supporting minor allele ≥5. Polymorphisms with directional strand bias of ≥90% were excluded. As noted in the text, the minimum variant allele frequency was set to a lower threshold of 0.2% (0.002) for selected analyses. SnpEff and SnpSift were used to map the MVs back to the consensus genomes and identify their distribution and potential mutational impact ([@MCS004382SHIC14], [@MCS004382SHIC15]). All MVs were visually inspected using the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) v2.3.97 to verify raw sequence read support for the VarScan output, and only MVs of high confidence were included and depicted in [Figure 3](#MCS004382SHIF3){ref-type="fig"}. These data excluded clustered MVs with waning coverage (\<1000×), typically found in highly repetitive regions of the genome. Of the MV calls included in [Figure 3](#MCS004382SHIF3){ref-type="fig"}, 85% had sequence read coverage of \>500×, with an average coverage of \>2000×. See [Supplemental Table S2](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004382/-/DC1) and ScholarSphere site (<https://doi.org/10.18113/S15M08>) for all MV data.

For transmission analysis of MVs from mother to child, we used a "donor" reference genome to track MVs from the donor virus population to the recipient\'s virus population using a minimum variant allele frequency of ≥2% (0.02) ([Fig. 3](#MCS004382SHIF3){ref-type="fig"}B), akin to the approach used by [@MCS004382SHIC33] for longitudinal samples from a single individual. For transmitted variants, the mother\'s blood-derived viral genome was used as the reference or "donor" genome to detect MVs in both the neonate\'s skin- and blood-derived viral genome populations, respectively ([Fig. 3](#MCS004382SHIF3){ref-type="fig"}B). Analysis of disseminated MVs in the neonate was performed using the neonate\'s skin-derived viral genome as the reference "donor" genome to detect MVs in the neonate\'s blood-derived viral genome population ([Fig. 3](#MCS004382SHIF3){ref-type="fig"}B).

To determine how conserved the UL6 protein was across a subset of nine Simplexvirus species, protein sequences were obtained from GenBank, and an AA alignment was created in Geneious software R11 (version 11.03) ([@MCS004382SHIC41]). The AA alignment was visualized using Jalview v2.10.3b1 ([Fig. 4](#MCS004382SHIF4){ref-type="fig"}B; [@MCS004382SHIC83]).

Crystal Structure Modeling and Visualization {#s4f}
--------------------------------------------

The crystal structure of the viral polymerase enzyme (UL30) from HSV-1 strain KOS ([@MCS004382SHIC51]) was visualized and manipulated using the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, version 2.1.1, Schrödinger, LLC. In addition to the unique AA residue (L279R) shown in [Figure 5](#MCS004382SHIF5){ref-type="fig"} and highlighted in [Tables 1](#MCS004382SHITB1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#MCS004382SHITB2){ref-type="table"}, the UL30 protein from the mother\'s and neonate\'s HSV-1 genomes differs from that of the UL30 protein from KOS at A566T, in which the Ala is shared with 45 out of 48 other strains listed in [Supplemental Table S3](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004382/-/DC1), and at V905M, where 11 other strains also have Val present at this position.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION {#s5}
======================

Data Deposition and Access {#s5a}
--------------------------

GenBank accession numbers for the three viral genomes are as follows: Mother viremic blood HSV-1, MK952185; Neonate disseminated skin HSV-1, MK952183; and Neonate disseminated blood HSV-1, MK952184. Genomes, annotations, and [Supplemental tables](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004382/-/DC1) for the three HSV-1 genomes presented in this work are also archived in a ScholarSphere data repository: <https://doi.org/10.18113/S15M08>.
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